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How to See the Green Flash. The "Green Flash", also known as
the "Green Ray", is a visual phenomenon that occurs at sunset.
It is considered.
Green flash - Wikipedia
A green flash is a phenomenon in which part of the sun appears
to a clear view of the horizon and is free of pollution, such
as over the ocean.
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Best time of year to possibly see the Green Flash at Siesta
Key at sunset
The finale of every sunset is green. Try to catch it, if you
can. The story of the so- called green flash begins by
answering this question: Why is.
How can I see a green flash? | Earth | EarthSky
There is no absolute answer, but in my experience, this is a
great time of year on Siesta Key to see the 'Green Flash'
while on the Gulf Coast on.
Videographer Captures Elusive Green Flash At Sunset On
Hawaii's North Shore | HuffPost
I lived a long time in the tropics and often heard of, but
never saw, the "green flash" that is said to occur just at
sundown. Does it actually exist, and if so, what.
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While there is no optimal condition that will guarantee a
green flash sighting, a green flash is best observed with a
clear view of the horizon and in an area that is free of
pollution. We may also ask for other information about you,
such as your credit card information when you are making a
purchaseinterests, income, or education level. Load More
Indentationsseemto"pinchoff"athin,pointystripfromtheupperrimofthe
It is considered good luck in some cultures to see the green
flash; others see it as a more foreboding omen. This article
has also been viewedtimes. It can be seen better in
photographs and videos.
HawaiiInPhotos.Whateverthecelebration,itisaneventnottobemissedwhi
when the surface is cooler than the air above it and the
inversion is below the viewer. I did not find any photos of
flamelike green rays if you know of one, let me knowbut the
photo below suggests the beginnings of a ray.
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